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Letf- [fl,･･･,fn.1]be a transcendental holomorphic curve from C into the n-dimensional

complex projective space Pn(C) with a reduced representation (fl,･･･,fn.1): C-Cn+1- (o)
,

where n is a positive integer.

LetX be a subset of Cn'1-(o) in N-subgeneral position, where N≧n, and X(0)- (a-

(al,･･･,an.1)EX:an.1-0). Then, we can improve the second fundamental inequality of

Nochka ([5]) as follows.

Theorem. Letal,-,aq beany elements ofX (2N-n+1<q< -) and lets be the maximum

number of linearly independent vectors in X(0) n (al,･･･,aq). Then

q

∑m(r,a,,I)
≦ (N-n+n(s))T(r,f)+(N+1-n(s))i(r,/)+S(r,I),

EJf=H

wheren(s)-(s+1)(N+I)/(n+1).

Theorem. LetX bea-maximal (1<p<n). Then,

∑6(a,I)≦2N-n+1-(N+1)(n-a)(1-E2)/(n+1),
aEX

where O≦E?-lim sup,→∞£(r,I)/T(r,∫)≦ 1.
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1 lntroduction

Letf- [fl,-,fn.1] be a holomorphic curve from C into the n-dimensional complex projective space Pn(C)

with a reduced representation

(fl,･･･,fn.1): C-Cn'1- (o),

where n is a positive integer.

We use the followlng notation:

1If(a)IF- (Ifl(a) l2+-+ lfn.1(a) f2)1/2

and for a

vectora-(al,･･･,an.I)ECn'1-(o)

llair-(ra.12+･･･+lan.1E2)1/2,

(a,I) -aLfl+･･･+an.jn.1,

(a,I(I)) -aJl(I)+･･･+an.Jn.1(a)

The characteristic function T(r,I) off is defined as follows(see [10]) :

･(r,f)

-去L2qloglEf(reiO)HdO-
logrlf(0)lI･

On the other hand, put
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then it is known([1]) that
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u(a)
=

1fT<anx+llf.(a)
l･

･(r･f)

-去J:2花log
U(reiO)dO･0(l). (1)

we suppose throughout the paper that′ is transcendental; that is to say,

王聖篭チエ-
andf

is linearly non-degenerate over C; namely, fl,･･･,fn+Iare linearly independent over C･

It is well-known that f is linearly non-degenerate over C if and only
if the Wronskian W(f"-,ん1) of

fl,･･･,fn+Iis not identically equal to zero.

We denote byp(I) the order offandFL(I) the lower order off:

log 71(㍗,∫)
y＼ノノ

▲▲`;1ucQuJ' logr
u▲▲u

r＼ノ/

,-∞ logr

lt is
said that′is of regular growth if/)(∫)-〟(∫).

For meromorphic functions in the complex plane we use the standard notation of the Nevanlinna theory or

meromorphic functions( [4] ).

Forα∈C"十1- (o), we write

We then have

p(I)-1imsup
logTW

and p(I)-1iminfl_.__ _..

-(r,a･f)

-去J:2方log
a(lllf(reiO)

Ka,f(reiO))
dO,

N(r,a･f)

-N(r･志)･

T(㍗,/) -〟(㍗,α,/)+∽(㍗,α,∫)+0(1)

([10],
p.76).

We
call the quantity

∂(α,/)-1- 1imsup
r→CO

the deficiency of α with respect to/. We have

〟(㍗,α,∫)

T(γ,∫)

- 1iminf
r→D〇

m(r,a,I)
T(㍗,/)

0≦∂(α,∫)≦1

by (2) sinceⅣ(γ,α,∫)≧(‖orγ≧1and 〝‡(γ,α,∫)
≧O for γ>0･

Further, letン(c) be the order of zero of (a,∫(z)) atz-c and for a positive integerk let

nk(r,a,I)- ∑ min(〟(c),k).
c!<r

Then, weput forγ>0

Nk(r,a,I)
-

nk(i,a,I) -nk(0,aJ)

6k(aJ)
- 1- 1imsup

r-→ CO

dt+nk(0,aj)log r

Nk(r,a,I)

T(㍗,/)

and put

(2)

It is easy to see that 6(a,I) ≦6k(aJ) ≦ 1 by definition.

LetXbe a subset of Cn'1- (o) in NISubgeneral position; that is to say, #X>N+I and anyN+1 elements of

x generate cn+1, where N is an integer satisfying N≧n･

we use el,･･･,en.I aS the standard basis of Cn+I

Nochka( [5] ) gave the following

Theorem A. For
anyq(>2N-n+1) elementsa,･ (j-l,-,q) ofX,
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¢

(q12N+n-1)T(r,f) < ∑N(r,a,,f)+S(r,f),
j-1

where S(rj) is any quantity satisfying

S(r,f) -o(T(r,f))

when r tends to
∞

outside a subset ofrof at most a finite linear measure (see also [2] or [3]).

We gave a refinement of the second fundamental inequality or Cartan([1]) in [9]. The purpose or this paper

is to glVe a result containlng Theorem A forN>n.

2 Preliminary

Letf- [fl,･･･,fn.1]andXetc. be as in Section 1.

Definition 1([9]). Weput

u(z)
=

l%?<XnJj;･(a)事･

t(r･f)

-去f2方(log
u(reiO) -

log
u(eiO))dO･

and

n-

lip+sPp来会and
I-

1iTi碧f鴬告
It is easy to see the followlng

Proposition l([9])･ (a) i(r,I) is independent of the choice of reduced representation off.
(b) i(r,I) <T(r,f)+0(1).

(c) N(r,I/j;･)<t(rJ)+0(1) (j-1,･･･,n).

(d) 0≦T≦E2≦1.

Definition 2([7])･ We denote by′* the holomorphic curve induced by the mapping

(fln'1,･･･,fnn'1,w(f.,･･･,fn,fn.1)): C-Cn'1

It is easy to see thatf* is independent of the choice of reduced representation off.
Let d(z) be an entire func-

tion such that the functions

j;･n+1/d(j-I,･･･,n) and W(i"･･･jn.I)/d

are entire functions without common zeros. Then

f*
- [fln'1/d,･･･,fnn'1/d,W(fl,･･･Jn.1)/d].

Proposition 2([7],[9]). (a) ′*is transcendental.

(b) T(r,f*) i T(rJ) +nt(r,f)-N(r,1/d) +S(r,f).

(c) p(f') -p(f).

Exampre l. Leta,. (j-1,･･･,n) be real numbers satisfying O<al<･･･<an_1<an
and put

f- [1,ealZ,･･･,eanz].

Then, we easily have

T(r,f)-(an/7T)r+0(1) and i(r,f)-(an_1/7T)r+0(1)

(see [10],
pp.94195) and I-E?-an_./an(< 1). Further,

T(r,f*)
- (A/7T)r+0(1),

whereA- max((n+1)an_1, al+-+an).
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We need the set

x(o)- (a-(al,･･･,an,an+I)EX:an.1-0)

to obtain an amelioration of Theorem A. Let ♪ be the maximum number of linearly independent vectors in

X(0). Then, it iseasy to see that

O≦♯X(0)≦N and O≦p≦n.

since X is in NISubgeneral position.

Let q be an integer satisfying 2N-n+1<q<∞ and put Q-(1,2,･･･,q)I Let (a]:j∈Q) be a family of

vectors inX. IfP⊂Q, we denote

H(P)-the vector spacespannedby (a):jEP) and d(P)- dimH(P)･

Lemma 1 (see [2], Theorem 0.3). For (a]‥j∈Q), thereexist a Nochka weight
function`d ‥Q-(0,1] and a

Nochka constant β≧ 1 such that

(a) 0<w(j)e≦l forallj∈Q;

(b) q-2N+n-1-0(∑,q=1(d(j)-n-I);

(c) (N+1)/(n+1)<0<(2N-n+1)/(n+1);

(d) IfP⊂Q and O<#p≦N+1, then ∑]∈pw(j)≦d(P)･

Lemma 2 ([2], Theorem 1.2). Let(dandObethesameasinLemmal. TakeA⊂QwithO<#A≦N+1･ Let

(E]∈R:E]≧1,j∈Q)･

Then there exists a subset
B

ofA such that

(a]:jEB) isabasisof H(A)

and such that

=j∈AE]rO') ≦ Ⅲ]∈BE]･

Remark 1. IfiA-N+1, thenH(A)-Cn+land (a]:j∈B) isabasisofCn十1

3 Second fundamental inequality 1

Letf- [fl,･･･,fn+1]andXetc. beas in Section 1 or2.

Theorem 1. For anyal,.･･,aq (2N-n+1<q< ∞) inX-X(0), we have the following inequalities:

q

(a) ∑w(j)m(r,a],f) ≦m(r,en.I,f+)+S(r,I);
EJ:-u

q

(b) ∑
-(r,a,,I)･岩諾N(r･去)

≦

(N-n･若芽)T(r･f)+(N･卜若芽)i(r･f).S(r･f),.1■･･

1

where W- W(fl,･･･,fn_+1).

Proof. (a) Put

(a],I)-F] and E]-IIajllllflL/lF,･l(≧1)(j-1,-,q)･

For
any a(≠0) arbitrarily fixed, let

IFjl(a)L ≦ lF,･2(I)I≦-≦ 1F,･q(a)l･

where)I,･･･,)q are distinct integers satisfying 1 <jl,･･･,jq< q･

Then there is a positive constant K such that
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Ilf(a)l‡≦ KIF]レ(a)I (ン-N+1･-･q),

iF]レ(a)! ≦ KIFf(z)Fi (〟-1,-,q)

‡If(z)Il≦ K(lil(z)l2+･･･+ Lfn(a)壬2+lFjレ(a)F2)1/2

<

K(n+1)1/2u(a) if lFjレ(a)i≦u(z)

K(n+1)1/2rFjレ(a) I otherwise

and for anyん
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(5)

since the n+卜th elements of vectorsa] are different from zero. (From now on we denote byK a positive con-

stant, which may be different from each other when it
appears.)

(I) Thecase
whenu(a)<暮F,1(a)L we have llf(a)=≦KIFjl(z) I from (5) in this case and the following ine-

qualityholds:

･,q-

I(
ajll=f(a)

(a]j(a)) )w'j'≦K. (6)

(II)Thecasewhen [F)1(a)l ≦u(a)･ wehave llf(a)事l≦Ku(z) from (5) in thiscase, and so weobtain by (3),

Lemma 2 and Remark 1 that

≦ KⅢr='11

≦ KⅢ]y∈B

≦ K

llaん‖lf(a)Jl

lLaんilllf(a)iI

Vjレ(a)

u(z)n+1
Ⅲん∈B IF]ン(z)

-::
:.:=.子I WB(a)

Ⅲん∈BFF]レ(z)

where WB is the Wronskian of (F]レ:jレ∈B)･Weknow that WB-CW (c≠0,
constant).

From (6) and (7) we have the inequality

q

∑w(j)log
j-I

rla]II‖f(z)lL.__⊥u(a)n+1 て｢
.

+ lWB(a)

≦log⊥器芳二丁+∑ log+
(aj･f(z))r二▲U占 fW(a)I

■

(jl,t,jq)⊥U占
Ⅲん∈BIFjン(z)

+0(1),

(7)

(8)

where the summation ∑(jl･-･Jq) 1S taken over
all permutations of the elements of Q which appear when z varies

in

C-(0).

Integrating both sides of (8) with respect to p (z-reip) from 0 to 27T, We Obtain the inequality

q

∑w(j)m(r,aj,I) ≦m(r,en.I,f･) +S(r,∫)
j-1

SlnCe

1

-tit
,I

1

LT
,I

2花.___+

u(reip)n'1

w(reip)
dダニm(r,en.1,f*)+0(1)

wB(rei¢)

Ⅲん∈BrF]レ(re咋)
d¢-S(r,f)

We obtain (9) from the definition
ofm(r,en+1,f*) and (10) as in [1], pp.12-15.

(b) By using Proposition 2
and (2), we obtain from (a) that

q

∑
w(j)-(r,ajJ)+N(r･去)

≦ T(r,f)+nt(r,f)+S(r,f)
bJ=円

and so
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q

∑ow(j)m(r,aj,i)
+ON(r,去)

≦oT(rj) +not(r,f) +S(r,f)･
ノ-l

Adding

q

∑(1-Ow(j))m(r,aj,f)
EJ:I-H

to bothsides of (ll) and using (2)I weobtain

q q

∑-(r,a,･･f)
+

ON(r･去)+
∑(1-Ow(j))N(r,aj,I)

j-1 j-I

¢

≦ (q+a-.∑ ow(j))T(r･f)+not(r･f)+S(r,f)･

.I

I

By (a) and (b) ofLemma 1 and from (12) weobtain

q

∑-(r,aj,/) +

ON(r,去)≦(2N-n･1)T(r,i)-nO(T(r･f)-i(r,I))
+S(r,I)

bE円

and by using Lemma 1 (c) and
Proposition 1 (b)

q

∑-(r,a,,f) +若芽N(r,去)
≦

(2N-1)T(r･f)-n若芽(T(r･f)-i(r･f))
+S(rj)

EJJ=日

-

(N-n･若芽)T(r･f)+(N･l一芸諾)i(r･f)+S(r,f)･

4 Second fundamental inequality 2

In this section we suppose that X(0) is not empty.

Theorem 2. Letal,-,aq (2N-n+1<q<∞) beany elements ofXand suppose that

X(0)∩ (al,-,aq) - (a.,-,aP),

where l≦P≦♯X(0). Let s be the maximum number of linearly independent vectors
in (al,-,a2)･ Then,

¢

(a) ∑
w(j)-(r･a,･f)+N(r･去)

≦ (-)T(r,i)+(n-s)t(r,f)+S(r･f);

EJfe円

q

(b) ∑
-(r･a,･f)+若芽N(r･去)

≦ (N-n･n(s))T(r,I)+(N･1-n(s))～(rJ).S(rJ),
ノ-1

where
Wis the Wronskian offl,･･･jn+. and n(s)- (s+1)(N+I)/(n+1).

Proof. (a) Put

(a]J)-F] and E]-llα州fLVIF]I(≧1)(j-1,-･,q)･

For any z(≠0) arbitrarily fixed, let

lF,I(a)L ≦ lF,12(z)I≦･･･≦ lFiq(a)I,

where l≦jl,･･･,jq≦qandjl,･･･,}q are distinct･ Then there is a positive constantK such that

llf(a)ll ≦ KIF,レ(a)I (〟-N+1･-･q)I

LF,〟(a)I ≦ KIIf(a)‖ (〟-1･-,q)

and for anyjy≧A+1

(ll)

(12)
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Iげ(a)ll≦ K(lf.(a)12+-+1fn(a)i2+1F,レ(a)J2)1'2,

<

K(n+1)1/2u(a) if IF]ン(a)F≦u(a)

K(n+1)1/21F,レ(z) i otherwise

129

(15)

since the n+1-th element ofaんis different from zero ifjレ≧P+1･ (From now on we denote byK a positive con-

stant, which may be different from
each other when it appears.)

Wehave by (13) and by Lemma 2

≦ KⅢr=+ll

≦ KⅢん∈B

llaんIllLf(z)El

ilaんIl)lf(a)=

FF]レ(a)
≡J. (16)

(A) Thecasewhen (ajv‥jv∈B)nX(0)-¢

(A-1) If for
anyjy∈B

wehaveby (15)

(A-2) If for
somejy∈B

wehaveby (15)

I<K u(z)n'1

u(a)< IF]ン(a)L

I≦K.

Wjレ(a) i≦u(a),

Ⅲjy∈B IF]ン(a)

WB(a)

Ⅲん∈BIF]レ(z)I
I

where WB is the Wronskian
of (F]ン:jy∈B)I Note that WB-CW (c≠0,

constant).
(B) The case when (aん:jレ∈B) nX(0) ≠¢･ Suppose without loss of generality that

X(0)∩ (aん‥jレ∈B)- (al一-,ak)I

Then, 1≦k≦s･ We
suppose without loss of generality that al,-,as are linearly independent.

(B-1) If for
anyjy∈B, jy≠1,-,k

u(a)< lF]レ(z)l,

wehaveby (14) and (15)

I≦K
If(z)Ilk

Fl(z)･･･Fk(a)

lf(z)lls

Fl(a)-Fs(a) I
-

We can find eis+1,-,ein (is.1,･･･,in≦n)such that the vectors

al,-'',as, eis+1,''.,ein

are linearly independent.

From (19) and by the inequalities

lfn+1(z)l≦Flf(z)=, lj;,(a)l≦u(z) (j-s+1,-,n)

and

W(Fl････,Fs, j;s.1,.･･,j;n,fn-1)(a)-KW(a)

we have

(17)

(18)

(19)
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I<K
(z)11s十Iu(a)n-s

lV(a)

(B-2) If for
somejン∈B,jy≠1,-,k

webaveby (15)

I≦K u(a)n+I

W(Fl,･･･,Fs, j;s.1･････j;n･fn.1)(z)

1Fl(z)-Fs(a)j;s.I(a)-j;n(a)fn･1(z) F
'

lF]レ(z)I≦u(a),

Ilん∈B IF]レ(a)

WB(a)

Ⅲん∈BIF]ン(z)

Since

u(z)n+1
≦ Elf(a)lls'1u(a)n-s,

wehave from (16),(17),(18),(20) and (21)

q

∑w(j)log
bFH

a]l[=f(a)

F)(a)
≦ log十

f(z)lls'1u(z)n~s

+ ∑log+

+ ∑log+
WB(a)

W(a) l I(]lチ,jq)▲u占Ilん∈BIFjレ(a)

IW(Fl,-,Fs, j;･s⊥1,-･j;n･fn･l)(a)I

i IU占IFl(a)-Fs(a)j;.s.1(a)-j;･n(z)fn-1(z)
(jl.-.,jq)

(20)

(21)

+o(1), (22)

where
=(jl.-.,jq) 1S taken over all permutations of the elements of Q which appear whenz varies

in C- (0)･ Since

log十
f(a)EIs+1u(a)n~s

W(a)

and

- log
max(llf(z)lls+1u(z)n~s,i W(a)

I)
- logl W(a) i

W(z) i- lfl(z)-fn+1(z)
I/l7(I)

fl(I)･･･fn+I(a)
≦暮[f(z)‡Is+1u(z)n~s

W(a)

fl(a)･･･fn+1(a) I
'

integrating both sides of (22) with respect to甲from 0 to 27T (a-re咋) we obtain

q

∑
w(j)-(r,aj,f)+N(r･去)

≦ (-)T(r･f)+(n-s)i(rJ)+S(r,I)･

E)e日

(b) We obtain (b) or this theorem from (a) as in the case of Theorem 1.

5 Subset ofCn'1 in subgeneral position

To obtain a refinement or the defect relation for holomorphic curves (see, for example, Theorem 3･3･8 and

Theorem 3.3.10 in [3]), we need some new notions on subsets of Cn+I in subgeneral position･

Let X be a subset of Cn†1 inNISubgeneral position such that the number of elements of X is not smaller than

〟+1 as in Section 1 and

x(o)- (a-(al,a2,･･･,an,an.I)EX: an.1-0)

as in Section 2. Suppose thatN>n in this section･

Let Vx(o) be the vector space generated by the elements of X(0)･ Remember that the number of elements of

X(0) is not greater than N and the dimension of Vx(o) is not greater than n･

Definition 3. We say that

(i) X is maximal in the sense of subgeneral position if for any Y in N-subgeneral position such that

x⊂y⊂cn'1, x-y.

(ii)X isp-maximal (in the sense of subgeneral position)
if X is maximal in the sense of subgeneral position

and dim Vx(o) -p.

Note that X isp-maximal in the sense of general position if N-n ([8], Definition 1)･

The purpose of this section is to give examples of p-maximal subsets of Cn+1 in the sense of subgeneral
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position.

We
shall use the followlng lemma for our purpose.

Lemma 3･ For
any vector (al,･･･,an,an+,)ofCn+1 which is neither equal to 0, ael nOrBen+1, there exist com-

plex numbers α1,-,α〝 different from
each other for which the vectors

(α.,･･･,αnー1),(a7,a7~1,-,al,1),･･･,(a:,ann~1,-,an,1)

are linearly dependent, whereα andβ
are any complex numbers ([8], Lemma 3).

Proposition 3. For n≧2, the set

A-((an,an-1,･･･,a,1)‥a∈C)∪(kel:k-1,･･･,N-n+1)∪(e2)

is2-maximal.

Proof･ It is easy to see thatA is inN-subgeneral position and
dim VA(.)-2･ We have only to prove that for

anyvector

x-(αl,-,αn,αn.1)(≠0)

which does not belong to A, A U (I) is not in NISubgeneral position.

(a) Thecasewhenα1≠0, α2---αn.1-0.

For any distinct numbers al,-一an-1, We Can not find n+1 1inearly independent vectors in the followlng

〟+1vectors

(a,?,a,?ー1,-,a],1)(j-1,･･･,n-1), kel (k-1,-･,N-n+1), I.

(b) Thecasewhenα,---αn-0, αn.1≠0.

For
any distinct numbers al･-一an-2 different from zero, we can not find n+1 1inearly independent vectors in

the followlng 〟+1
vectors

(a,?,a,?~1,-,a],1)(j-1,-,n-2), kel (k-1,-,N-n+1), en+1, I.

(c) Thecasewhenα1-α3---αn.I-Oanda2≠0.

For any distinct numbers al･･･.･an-2･ We Can not find n+1 1inearly independent vectors in the following

〟+1vectors

(a,?,a,?1,-,a),1) (i-1,･･･,n-2), kel (kll,-,N-n+1), e2, I.

(d) The case whenx≠αel, Be2, Ten.1.

By Lemma 3, there are n-1 distinct numbers al,･･･,an-1 Such that the vectors

(a2,･･･,an.1),(a,?Ll,-･,a],1)(i-1,･･･,n-1)

are linearly dependent･ Then･ we can
not

find n+1 1inearly independent vectors in the followlng N+1 vectors

(a,?,a,?~1,-･,a],1)(j-1,-,n-1), kel (k-1,-,N-n+1), I.

since (a,?･a,?~l,･･･,a],1)(j-1,-,n-1), el andx are linearly dependent.

From (a),(b),(c) and (d) it is proved thatAU(I) is not inNISubgeneral position.

Proposition 4. Forn≧2, theset

Ap-((an,an~1,-･a,ap+1)‥a∈C)∪(kel‥k-1,･･･,N-n+1)∪(e2)

is p+2-maximal, where 1_<p≦n-2.

proof･ It is easy to see that Ap is in N-subgeneral position and dim VAC(0)-P+2 since the p+2 vectors

el, e2, ((an,an~1,･･･,a,ap+1) :
aP+1-0)
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are linearly independent.

We have only to prove that for any vector

x-(α1, α2,-,αn+1)(≠0)

which does not belong to Ap, ApU (I) is not in NISubgeneral position･ In fact the vector

y- (α1,･･･,αn,αn十1-αn-I--P)

does not belong toA
andAU(y)

is not inN-subgeneral position by Proposition 3 and so ApU(I) is not in N-

subgeneral position.

Forn≧2,let

B-((an,an~1,-,a,1):a∈C)∪(kel:k-1,-,N-n+1)∪(e.+e2)･

Then,

Proposition 5. The setβ is 2-maximal.

proof. It is
easy to see thatB is inN-subgeneral position and

dim VB(.)-2･ We have only to prove that for

any vector

(α1,-,αn,αn十1)(≠0)

which does not belong to 刀, β ∪(∫)is not in 〟-subgeneral position･

(a) Thecasewhenα1≠0, α2---αn+1-0･

(b) Thecasewhenα1-･･･-αn-0, αn+1≠0･

In these two cases we can prove that AU (I) is
not in NISubgeneral position as in the proof of

Proposition 31

(c) The case whenx-α.el+α2e2 (α2≠0).

For any distinct numbers al,-,an-2･ We Can not find n+1 1inearly independent vectors
in the followlng

〟+1vectors

(a,?,a,?~1,･･･,a],1)(j-1･-,n-2), kel (k-1,･･･,N-n+1), el+e2･ X･

(d) Thecasewhenx≠αel+βe2 (lαl+lβI≠0), TenTl.

By Lemma 3, there are n-1 distinct numbers al一-,an-1 Such that the vectors

(α2,-,αn+1), (a71,･･･,al,1),-,(ann二11,-,an一い1)

are linearly dependent･ Then, we can not find n+I linearly independent vectors in the following N+1 vectors

(a,?,a,?Il,･･･,a],1)(j-1,-I,nll), kel (k-1,-,N-n+1)I I

since e., I and (a,?,a,?~1,-,a),1)(j-1,-,n-1) are linearly dependent･

From (a),(b),(c) and (d), AU(I) is not inN-subgeneral position･

Proposition 6. Forn≧2, the set

Bl-((1,an~1,-,a,an):a∈c)∪(ken+.:k-1,･･･,N-n+1)∪(e2+en+.)

isl-maximal.

proof･ It is easy to see thaLBl is inN-subgeneral
position and

dim VBl(0)- 1･ We have only to prove that for

anyvector

x-(α1,α2,-,αn,αn+1)(≠0)

which does not belong to βいβ.∪ (∫) is not in 〟-subgeneral position. Put

y-(αn†1,α2,･-,αn,α.).
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Then, y is not equal to 0 and does not belong toB given just before Proposition 5. By Proposition 5, BU (y) is

not in 〟-subgeneral position, so that β1∪ (∫)is not in 〟-subgeneral position.

Theorem 3. SupposeN>n≧2. For
anyp (1≦p≦n), there is

ap-maximal subset of Cn十1 in the sense
of

subgeneral position.

Remark 2･ It is easy to see that any maximal subset of C2 in the sense of subgeneral position is I-maximal.

Prob[em. Is there a 0-maximal subset of Cn (n≧3) in the sense of subgeneral position?

6 Defect re一ation

Letf, X
andX(0) etc. be as in Section 1,2,3 or 4.

Theorem 4 (defect relation)･
For

any q elementsal,-,aq∈X (2N-n+1<q< -),
¢

(all) ∑w(j)6n(a],f)≦p+1+(n-p)0;
bJ=u

q

(a12) ∑w(j)6(a,･,I)+E≦P+1+(n-p)E2 ;
EJ:Il°

q

(b-1) ∑
6n(aj,f)≦2N-n･1一芸諾(n-p)(1-0);j-l

q

(b-2) ∑
6(aj,f).若芽E≦2N-n･1-若芽(n-p)(1-0),j-･･]

wherep is the maximum number of linearly independent vectors in X(0) ∩ (al,･-,aq) (0≦p≦n) and

〟(㍗,1/Ⅳ)
1im sup

E-
;ニニ㌻Y T(r,f)

N(r,1/W)
;l1ご▲▲T(r,f)

1im imf

if f has finite order,

otherwise.

We easily obtain this theorem from Theorem 1
wben♪-0 or from Theorem 2 when♪ is positive. We obtain

(a-1) and (b-1) by applying
Lemma 3.2.13 in [3],p.102.

Remark31 P+1+(n-p)E?≦n+1 and 2N-n+1-(N+1)(n-p)(11E2)/(n+1)≦2N-n+1. Theequalities

hold if and only ifp-n or E2-1 in these two inequalities.

The number "2N-n+1-(N+1)(n-p)(1-E2)/(n+1)" increases withp (0≦p≦n) when E?<1. Ifp in-

creases ton whenq tends to
∞,

thebound ``2N-n+1-(N+1)(n-p)(1-E?)/(n+1)" of Theorem 4 (bll),(b12)

increases to 2N-n+1 for
any

E2< 1･ But, as Theorem 3 shows, there exist examples ofX for whichp does not

increase to n even when q tends to
∞･ By the way, Example 1 gives a holomorphic curve for

which E?< 1.

Theorem 5(Defect relation).
Let X be ap-maximal subset of Cn'1 in N-subgeneral position. Then, we have

(I) ∑
6n(a･f)≦2N-n･1一芸諾(n-♪)(1-0);aEX

(II) ∑
6(a,f)+若芽E≦2N-n･1一芸諾(n-p)(トQ)･a∈X

Proof･ (I) when #(aEX:6n(a,f)>0)<cx,, there is nothing to prove by Theorem 4 (b-1). when

♯(a∈X: 6n(a,i)>0) --, it iscountableby Theorem 4 (b-1). Let

(aEX: 6n(aj)>0)
- (al,a2,･･･),

and without loss of generality we put

X(0)∩ (al,a2,-) - (al,-,ak) (0≦k≦N).

Let

dim V(al.-,ak)-S (0≦s≦p).
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Then, by Theorem 4 (bll), for any q

q

∑
6n(a,,f)≦2N-n･1一芸諾(n-s)(110)≦2N-n･1一芸昔(n-p)(1-0)ノ-1

and lettingq tend to ∞
we have

⊂X】

∑ 6n(aJ)- ∑6n(aj,/)≦2N-n･1一芸諾(nw(1-0)aEX j-1

sincep is independent of q.

(ⅠⅠ)we obtain (ⅠⅠ)of Theorem 5 by using Theorem 4 (b-2) instead of (b-1) as in the case of (Ⅰ).

7 Holomorphic curves with maximal deficiency sum

Letf- [fl,･･･,fnJ,X and X(0) etc. be as in the previous sections.

Lemma 4. If

6(e],f*)-1 (j-1,･･･,n+1),

thenf* is of regular growth andp(I+)
is either

-
or a positive integer (see [6], Th6or台me 3).

Lemma 5. Foranyal,･･･,aq (2N-n+1<q<cx,) inXIX(0) andforr>1

q

∑m(r,a],∫)≦
EZ= n

2N-n+1

n+1
m(r,en."f')+ (N-n)T(r,f) +S(rJ).

Proof. From Theorem 1 (a), we have

q

∑a
w(j)m(r,a],f)≦Om(r,en..,f*)+S(r,∫).

hFH

Adding ∑,q=1(110 w(j))T(r,I)
to both sides of this inequality, we obtain

q q q

∑m(r,aj,f)+ ∑(110w(j))N(r,a,,I)≦Om(r,en⊥1,I+)+T(r,I)∑(1-Ow(j))+S(r,i)･
j-1 j-I j-I

SinceN(r,a],I)≧O for r≧1 and by (a),(b),(c) of Lemma 1, we obtain our lemma･

Theorem 6. Suppose that X is a-maximal in the sense of NISubgeneral position, p(I)
< ∞

and

∑ 6(a,f)-2N-n+1.
aEX

Then, the rollowlng Statements hold:

(a)a-norE?-1.

(b)i-0.

(c)
n+1

2N-n+1
･

lip)碧f鴛告≦lip)swup鴛告≦
1+nO･

(d) In particular, if

6(e]J)-1 (j-1,･･･,n),

then /)(∫)
is a positive integer and / is of regular growth.

Proor. (a) and (b). These are trivial by Theorem 5 (ⅠⅠ).

(c). Since#X(0)<N,

∑ 6(a,f)≧N-n+1.
a∈X-X(0)

From (23) and Lemma 5, wehave

1≦
2N-n+1

n+1 lip)碧f鴬芳

(23)

and from Proposition 2,
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･iT)smup鴛宕≦
1 +nO･

Combining these two inequalities we obtain (c). Note that

S(r,f)-0(logr) (r--)

sinceβ(/) < -

(d). Sinceforj-1,･･･,n

0≦ 1imsup
r→CC

N(r,e],f*)

T(r,f*)
≦ 1imsup

(n+1)N(r,e],i)

;1JJf' T(r,f* )

N(r,e],f) T(r,f)

;±ご設`yT(r,f) T(r,f+)
(n+1)1imsup

< (2N-n+1)1imsup
r→C0

by (c) and by the assumption that 6(e],f)-I (j-1,･･･,n) and since

0≦ 1imsup
r ヽし1I

N(r,en.I,f*)

T(rJ*)
≦ 1imsup

N(r,e],I)

T(㍗,∫)
-0

N(r,1/W) T(r,f)
/2N-n+1

;1uJtJ T(r,∫) T(r,f*)｣ n+1

by (b), wehave

6(e],f*) -1- 1imsup
r→⊂メ⊃

Then, we have (d) by Lemma 4.

N(r,e],f*)

T(r,f*)
-1 (j-1,･･･,n+l).

E-0
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